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Experiences using these model and format have proved to be encouraging although an effort could be made to reduce the terminology gap between our model and UML.
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1

Introduction

This paper gives a brief bibliographical overview of exchange
formats and related research areas. Specifically, we focus on
the following areas:
• Formats to represent graphs (section 2).
• General data exchange formats (section 3).
• Persistent intermediate representations in compiler construction (section 4).
• Making data structures persistent (section 5).
Section 6 closes the paper with a brief discussion how
the above approaches specify constraints on otherwise unrestricted structures (in the following called schemas).
2

Graph

Formats

Graph drawing and editing tools typically have their own
graph specification format. The format has typically a textual
representation that is easy to read and write. The benefits of
this approach are twofold. Humans can write their own graph
specification directly in the graph format (without necessar10. Lague B, Leduc C., "An Approach to Analyze the Decompo- ily using a graph editing tool) and tools can easily generate
and parse graph data. On the downside, these formats are
sition of Object Oriented Systems into Source files",
not space efficient. Graph formats share the following charOOPSLA 97 Workshop on OO quality, Oct. 97, Atlanta,
acteristics: (1) Expression of arbitrary graphs, (2) distinction
USA.
between nodes and edges, and (3) attribution of nodes and
http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/~keller/Workshops/OOPSLA97/
edges.
Papers/lague.bruno.ps.Z
Dot [22] [27] and neato [26] are two graph layout tools that
11. P. Devanbu, http://seclab.cs.ucdavis.edu/-devanbu/genp/
share an almost identical graph format. Dot makes layouts of
directed graphs whereas neato is for undirected graphs. The
format has three kinds of items: graphs, nodes, and edges.
The top-level graph can be structured by introducing subgraphs, which define a subset of nodes and edges. Nodes
are identified by their name. Edges are created when nodes
are joined with an edge operator. Graphs, nodes, and edges

9.

Lague B, Leduc C., Le Bon A., Merlo E., Dagenais M., "An
Analysis Framework for Understanding Layered Software
Architectures", in Proceedings of the International Workshop
on Program Comprehension, June 98, Ischia, Italy.
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can be attributed. Attributes are name-value pairs of character strings. It is also possible to define new default values
for edge and node attributes (this can be seen as a primitive form of attribute inheritance). The format has a large
number of predefined attributes (e.g., node shape, line style,
color, and layout parameters such as weights). Application
specific attributes, which are ignored by dot, can be attached
as well. As a simple example, we give a dot graph specification that contains two nodes (called one and two) that are
connected with an edge. The edge is colored red. We will use
this as a running example to give an impression how different
languages specify the same graph.
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Safe and unsafe attributes are distinguished with the following convention: Safe (unsafe) attributes start with a lower (an
upper) case letter. The following gives a code example:
graph [
node [ id 1
label "one" ]
node [ id 2
label "two" ]
edge [ source I
target 2
graphics [ fill "red" ]

]
digraph G
one -> two [ c o l o r = r e d ]

)
The Graph Description Language (GDL) of the VCG tool
[31] describes graphs that consist of subgraphs, nodes, and
edges. The GDL syntax supports special kinds of edges (e.g.,
n e a r e d g e ) that control the graph layout. Attributes are keyvalue pairs. Default attributes and redefinition of default attributes for edges and nodes are supported as well. Nodes are
identified with an obligatory l a b e l attribute. Edges must
have sourcename and targetname attributes that refer to
the nodes' labels. GDL has a very rich set of predefined attributes. The core of GDL is compatible to GRL, the specification language of the Edge [30] graph editor. The following
gives a code example:
graph:
node: { title: "one" )
node: { title: "two"
edge: ~ eourcename: "one" targetname:
color: "red" }

"two"

The Graph Modeling Language (GML) [16] (which is used by
Graphlet [19]) has a simple and orthogonal syntax. A GML
file consists of key-value pairs. Values can be integers, floats,
strings, and lists. Integers are restricted to 32 bit and floats
are double precision. A list consists of key-value pairs. Duplicate keys within the same list are legal an(t it is guaranteed
that the order of these duplicates is preserved during reading
and writing. This makes it possible to represent array and
list data structures. GML has predefined keys like graph,
node, and edge. A graph is represented with the top-level
key graph, whose value is a list that contains node and edge
keys. Every node must be given a unique integer id. The
id is then used to represent edges between two nodes. GML
defines default values for every data type. These defaults are
then used for missing key-value pairs. Keys unknown to GML
are handled differently, depending if the key is considered safe
or unsafe. Unknown keys that are safe are considered invariant to graph modification and hence are ignored (i.e., written
back unmodified). In contrast, unsafe keys are deleted (i.e.,
not written back) if the tools cannot update them properly.

The daVinci system [13] uses terms to represent graphs, which
distinguishes it from all other graph formats. Terms make the
format not easy to read and hard to write. A term consists
of a unique string for identification, a type name, a list of
attributes, and a list of child nodes. Because each term is
uniquely identified, other terms can reference them by name.
This way it is possible to construct cyclic graphs. The type
name is used to define default values for attributes. An attribute is a string pair, the first entry being the key and the
second entry being the value. Unknown keys and attribute
values are simply ignored. The following gives a code example (we do not claim correctness):
[ l ( " o n e " , n ( .... , [ ] ,
[ l ( " o n e - > t w o " , e ( .... , [a("COLOR", " r e d " ) ] ,
l ( " t w o " , n( .... , [ ] , [] ) ) ) ) ] )) ]

Other--more general---exchange formats evolved from these
graph formats. They retain the basic structure to represent
graphs, but do not predefine graph-specific attributes. Thus
they are well suited to represent arbitrary domain-specific information that can be attached to graphs. RSF and TA are
examples of such formats.
The Rigi Standard Format (RSF) [38] uses sequences of triples
to encode graphs. A triple either represents an edge between
two nodes (e.g., "myEdge one two") or binds a value to a
node's attribute. Furthermore, it is possible to assign types
to nodes. RSF has two major dialects: unstructured and
structured. The unstructured dialect does not support edge
attributes. The structured dialect is used to specify schemas.
The Tuple-Attribute language (TA) [6] [17] is based on the
RSF triple notation. Edges and nodes are specified identically
to RSF. Nodes and types can be attributed. Attributes can
be nested (i.e., attributes can have sub-attributes). Attribute
values are either a string or a list. The list items are either
strings or sub-lists. The following gives a code example:
myEdge one two
(myEdge one two) ~ color = red }

Besides the introduced ones, there are many other graph formats with minor variations in their expressiveness (and major
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variations in their syntax). We furthermore know of, but did a node is an uninterpreted sequence of bytes, which is used
not discuss, the GraphEd [15] file format (the predecessor of to attach application-specific data. GEL has a textual as well
GML), and the Tom Sawyer Software format [32].
as a binary encoding. The encoding is the program itself that
specifies the construction of the graph (thus a simple virtual
machine is needed that interprets the program and builds the
3 D a t a Exchange Formats
graph when the format is read).
Data exchange formats are used to store and retrieve data in a
structured and domain-independent way. Typically a binary
format is used, but textual formats exist also. In contrast to
graph formats, data exchange formats are not always suitable
to easily represent arbitrary graphs. Furthermore, the textual
representation can be hard to read (and impossible to write)
by humans.

The CASE Data Exchange Format (CDIF) [9], which seems
to be no longer maintained, was defined to allow data exchange between different CASE tools and repositories. However, CDIF is general enough to allow the encoding of arbitrary data. CDIF supports multiple syntaxes and encodings.
A textual encoding (called ENCODING. 1) is defined as well.

The Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) [34] is a data
declaration language. There are primitive pre-defined types
The Graph Exchange Language (GXL) [18] [23] is designed (e.g., boolean, arbitrary length integer, floating point, and
to be a standard exchange format for the needs of the reverse bit/byte strings) and type constructors for records, variants,
engineering community. GXL can represent information de- one-dimensional arrays, and (un-)ordered sets. The actual enrived from software at various levels of granularity, ranging coding of the exchange format is specified by the ASN. 1 transfrom the low level details of expressions up to high level ar- fer syntax, which converts types to unambiguous sequences of
chitectural features. Information in GXL is represented as bytes.
typed, attributed, directed graphs. GXL is the successor of
XDR [33] is another data declaration language similar to
the Graph Exchange Format (GraX) [8].
ASN.1. XDR is simpler than ASN.1 and its type declaraThe Resource Description Framework (RDF) [10] provides in- tions have a syntax similar to C. Most binary formats (e.g.,
teroperability between applications that exchange machine- ASN.1 and ATerms) are optimized for size down to the bit
understandable information on the World Wide Web by pro- level, which means that encoding and decoding is awkward
viding automated processing of Web resources. RDF can and costly. In contrast, XDR's data unit is 4 bytes wide,
represent arbitrary resources and their relationships, which which makes it easier and faster to read/write, but wastes
makes it suitable to describe any structured data. Resources space.
(or nodes) have attached attribute/value pairs.
The Abstract Syntax Description Language (ASDL) [36] has
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) [29J--which is a been designed to describe abstract syntax trees, but any other
simplified subset of SGML [14J--was designed as a univer- tree data structure can be expressed as well. The trees are
sal structured document format, but it is general enough to described with a simple declarative language which looks simrepresent arbitrary structured data in a text file. The for- ilar to an algebraic data type specification. ASDL supports
mat of a XML file is given separately in a Document Type a pre-defined (infinite precision) integer and a string type. A
Definition (DTD). The XML syntax is quite verbose and not translator automatically generates readers and writers (called
(necessarily) meant to be read by humans. XML imposes a picklers [3]) for a binary format. ASDL achieves interoperhierarchical tree structure on the data. GraX, GXL, and RDF ability between different programming languages by generatall use XML for data exchange.
ing picklers for C, C + + , Java, and ML. ASDL resembles a
The Annotated Terms (ATerms) format [35] has been de- simple subset of ASN.1. In fact, ASDL's goal is to be less
signed to exchange tree and DAG data structures. Data is verbose, cryptic, and complex than SGML or ASN.1.
represented as typed terms. Examples of types are primi- This paper does not discuss interface definition languages
tive types (integer, real, or binary large data object (BLOB)), (IDLs), such as OMG CORBA, ONC RPC or Xerox's ILU,
function applications, and lists. ATerms have (optional) anno- because they typically have awkward encodings for tree-like
tations that are identified with a string key. The user interface data structures [36, p. 214].
defines operations for making, matching, and reading/writing
of ATerms. ATerms can be represented in textual or binary
format.
4 Intermediate R e p r e s e n t a t i o n s
The Graph Exchange Language (GEL) [21] is used for
the language-independent exchange of graph-structured data.
Graphs are constructed with a specific stack-based language,
i.e., the construction of a node assumes that its child nodes
are on top of the stack in appropriate order. Special stack
elements are used to construct graphs that have cyclic references. Every node is identified by a unique integer number
and has a type, an arity, and a number of edges. The type of

Intermediate representations (IRs) for compilers often consist
of tree-like data structures. Still, only a small number of IRs
can be used to exchange arbitrary data because typically IRs
cannot be made persistent and lack generality and extensibility. In the following, we discuss IRs that come close to both
criteria.
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The SUT_F compiler system [1] defines its own specification
language (called Hoof) to describe strongly-typed IR nodes.
New IR nodes can be easily introduced by sub-classing from
existing ones or a completely new IR can be designed by starting to subclass from the root of the inheritance hierarchy. IR
nodes consist of fields. A field can have a primitive type
(e.g., boolean, fixed-size integer, arbitrary precision integer,
or string), a collection type (e.g., vector or indexed list), or
a reference type. A reference type denotes an edge to another IR node. This means that edges are no first-class objects. References can be specified as being owning references.
Every IR object must have precisely one owner, i.e., another
object with an owning reference pointing to it. Otherwise IR
nodes can reference each other arbitrarily, thus modeling a
typed graph. Embedded within the graph is the ownership
tree. The ownership tree is very useful, as it guarantees that
all nodes are visited exactly once if in visiting a node we visit
each of its owned objects. SUIF has a macro processor that
generates C + + code from Hoof specifications. Essentially,
every IR node is translated to a C + ÷ class. The generated
code contains picklers to read and write the graph in a binary
format.

the garbage collector. Objective Caml [7] [25] offers similar
functionality.

Jordan's Modula-3 environment [20] has the ability to make
its abstract syntax tree (AST) persistent. The system has a
pickle stub generator that generates Modula-3 code to pickle
data structures in a type-safe manner. It has a mechanism to
deal with external nodes (i.e., nodes that are not part of the
AST).

Schemas impose certain constkaints upon otherwise unrestricted structures. To specify the constraints, typically a
(declarative) specification language is used. This definition of
a schema is fairly general and means, for example, that every
data exchange format has a schema because it imposes structure upon a raw sequence of bits (e.g., with the introduction
of data types). In this section we focus on schemas that place
constraints on otherwise unrestricted graphs. Graph schemas
typically type the nodes and edges of a graph (i.e., the graph
is "colored"). Graph constraints are then expressed in terms
of types (i.e., the graph is "shaped").

The Slim Binary Format [11] is a target-machine-independent
program representation. The format is essentially a compressed abstract syntax tree. Compression of trees is achieved
with Semantic-Dictionary Encoding (SDE) [12], which contains template entries for data sequences that occur more than
once in the tree.

Other useful concepts of persistence are persistent databases,
persistent programming languages, and object stores. For example, a persistent graph structure can be easily represented
in an object-oriented database system. This field is too vast
(and too remote from exchange formats) to discuss it here.
Instead, we give an example of a persistent object store specifically for graph structures. The (P)Graphite tool [37] automatically generates Ada code from a strongly-typed declarative graph description language called GDL. In GDL every
node has a certain kind and a node has certain attributes depending on the node kind. Attributes are typed and can have
primitive types or represent references to nodes, which makes
it possible to connect nodes into directed graph structures.
Graphite generates Ada code for graph manipulation, whereas
PGraphite additionally incorporates a persistent-object abstraction.

6

Schemas

GraX [8] introduces a graph model called TGraphs. T G r a p h s
are
directed and ordered. Nodes and edges are attributable
The Architecture-Neutral Distribution Format (ANDF) [28]
and
typed, whereas types specify the possible attributes of
is a language-independent and machine-independent distribution format. P a r t of ANDF is a tree-structured, extensible IR. nodes and edges. The type system allows multiple inheritance. Schemas are defined through extended entity relationANDF has both a textual and a compressed binary format.
ship diagrams that can be annotated with constraints given
is a specification language (called GRAL). Thus, the schema
5 P e r s i s t e n t D a t a S t r u c t u r e s a n d O b j e c t denotes a set of corresponding T G r a p h s t h a t adhere to certain constraints (e.g., valid edge and node types and valid
Stores
connections of edge and node types).

One way to make graph structures persistent is to build them
in-memory and then to make them persistent by implementing a writer that translates them to an exchange format. Another approach is to simply make the in-memory representation persistent. The transfer of data between an executing
program and an external store that preserves type safety is
called pickling or marshaling. Unfortunately, automatic picklers are programming language specific. This means that pickling is only useful if data is not exchanged between different
languages. Modula-3 has built-in language support to pickle
arbitrary graph structures. The implementation is based on
run-time type identification and information obtained from

The syntax of GXL [18] is given by an XML DTD. The form of
GXL graphs is given by a schema (which can be expresses as a
UML class diagram). Since such schemas can be represented
as a typed graph, they can be directly represented in GXL
and in turn exchanged.
The TA format contains a textual schema description that
has the expressiveness of binary relations (and is thus similar
to GraX). TA distinguished between entity types and relation
types. Essentially, entities are nodes and relations are edges.
The schema is expressed with a triple notation. Triples are
used to describe entity types and relationships between these
types. Attributes (and default values for these attributes) can
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be associated with entity and relationship types. Multiple
inheritance of types is supported as well. When an entity
type inherits from another, the inheriting type gets all the
attributes of the super type. Furthermore, any connectivity
allowed for the super type is also allowed for the subtype.
The CDIF Integrated Meta-model defines the schema of the
underlying data. This model is similar in spirit to the UML
Meta Object Facility (MOF) [24].
Other research areas that are not directly related to exchange
formats have also developed schemas to impose restrictions
on graph structures. For example, PCTE [5] models software
development environments with graphs. PCTE's information
repository is based on the binary entity relationship model.
The Virtual Tree Processor (VTP) of the Centaur system [4]
has a specification language to describe schemas for trees.
Finally, the Attributed Graph Specification (AGS) [2] is a
declarative formalism to put restrictions on graph structures.
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